
ADRIATIC COAST - SPECIAL JUNE 2024

20003

Emilia-Romagna - Rimini - Rimini

PRICE ON REQUEST. WRITE TO annalisa.massari@itermar.it

Itermar Srl - Via ex Saludecese, 40 - Cattolica - https://incoming.itermar.it/it/index.php - incoming@itermar.it



IN COLLABORATION WITH SALVADORI BUS

You can book an optional half-day excursion to nearby locations with our bus and tour leader

ALL INCLUSIVE TOURIST PACKAGES ON THE ROMAGNA COAST BETWEEN CATTOLICA AND THE
LIDI OF RAVENNA

In June in Rimini it's beach time! Days are getting longer, the sun rays become warmer and the scent of the
sea reaches the golden beach, with its fine, soft sand.

ALL INCLUSIVE OFFER!

Full board with drinks at meals + Beach service (valid only for senior and for stays of min.13 nights

RATE INCLUDES

	- lunch and dinner with choice between two menus, vegetable buffet, fish every days

	- sweet and savory buffet breakfast

	- welcome drink in the hotel and typical regional dinner in the hotel

	- air conditioning in the room

	- beach service with umbrella and two sunbeds for every two people

	- use of the beach cabin

	- Itermar telephone assistance and availability in case of emergencies

	- civil liability and accident insurance

	- one free single room for every 25 paying

Price per person

 

	
		
			
			25/05 - 08/06

			Hotel 3 stars
			
			
			01/06 - 15/06

			Hotel 3 stars



			
		
		
			from € 40,--
			from € 44,--
		
	

Net price per person valid for a minimum of 20 people

Tourist tax excluded

Availability for limited places and rates subject to reconfirmation of booking.

*** Ask for a quote in a 4-star hotel if necessary

Booking & info: incoming@itermar.it - tel. 0039 0541 820101
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